
Nature Trails Shared-Use Network

A collaborative community trail project between:

NatureTrailsSociety.com/NicklausPark



Mixed-Use Trail Goals
Nature Trails Society builds trails using the Whistler Trail        
Standard; a recognised standard that ensures trails are built to 
protect user safety and preserve ecosystems.

The Nicklaus Park Trails Project aims to:

• provide a pilot project where trail use is shared between pedestrians and                                                                                            
  mountain bikers

• enhance walkability and promote community connectivity within Bear Mountain

• create links to larger trail loops throughout the West Shore

• improve the safety and sustainability of existing trails

• design trails that are accessible to both hikers and mountain bikers

• use best practices to prevent erosion and ecosystem damage

• create a safe and well managed trail system for the City of Langford



Nicklaus Park Trails Project

Nicklaus Park Trails plan

Nature Trails Society volunteer trail builders 



Reducing Trail User Conflicts

Vancouver Island is renowned as an area offering exceptional                 
opportunities for outdoor recreation. The partnership between the City of 
Langford, Nature Trails Society and Ecoasis Developments LLP aims to 
make the most of our unique landscape by creating a trail network that 
encourages users to get out and experience it. Whether running, hiking, 
walking the dog, or riding a bike, Nature Trails Society will construct trails 
that include the following features:

• Signage – signs advise users of trail type, length, terrain, and 
reminders of trail etiquette. Signs will also caution users of areas close to 
playgrounds and road intersections.

• Expert trail design – follow the strict guidelines of the Whistler Trail   
Standard. Trails will be constructed by Nature Trails Society, a well            
established leader in trail construction in the Capital Region. 

• Monitoring and patrols – while users are encouraged to monitor the 
trails and report any deficiencies or concerns using phone, email or the 
TrailForks App, Nature Trails Society will be patrolling and maintaining the   
network to ensure its upkeep.  

• Dog protocol – as many visitors will be using trails with their dogs, to   
ensure enjoyment and safety for all trail users, dogs must be kept on-leash 
and under control. Dog waste must be collected and disposed of in the 
garbage. Dog owners must be respectful of the trails, wildlife and other 
trail users.



Moving Forward

Nicklaus Park is the first community trail project on Bear Mountain. The 
creation of this section of trails will be used as a pilot project to help    
structure the creation of more trails in the area. 

“City staff are supportive of opening the trail in Nicklaus Park as a 
pilot project. During this time staff would work with NTS and Ecoasis 
to develop and finalize the Bear Mountain Master Trails Plan.” 

-City of Langford, March 2017
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The Southern Vancouver Island
Nature Trails Society



Epic Loop 
 Future Trail Network

In the future, the City of Langford and Nature Trails Society aim to 
construct a network of trails that provide connectivity throughout            
Langford. This network will tie into a wider system of trails that will connect 
the municipalities of the CRD and is sure to earn its name - The Epic Loop.      

Proposed Epic Loop network 
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For additional information please get in touch with us at:

Nicklaus Park 
Contact Information


